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Survey and Interview
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Highlights of survey and 
interview from members.



A viewpoint of two individual from Japan and Nepal

From the experience I saw
through my mother’s 

profession,
I decided I will never take

teaching profession mainly
because I thought I am not

suitable for this profession as
well as all the struggle I saw

through my mon

Nepali

I want to be a teacher like my
mom and I’m happy to be a
involved in the child growth. I
think this profession is worth
the effect. I can feel that
mother is great again.

Japanese



STUDENT REVIEWS

Numerical subjects like 
maths and stats are 
difficult to study online.

I will prefer physical class 
over online class 

I often feel lost in cyber 
world during my online 
class

Shraddha 

Sandesh 

Sujana Amatya R



Common Distractions during online classes 

Both
31.3%

Network Isusses
37.5%

Social 
31.3%



Stories
A a collection of stories from 

around the world.
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Japanese education system
Japanese junior high school students wear 
face shields to prevent infection. They must 
wear a face shield except for physical 
education and lunch. 
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A school in Kerala 
using Augmented 

Reality in Online 
classes

Shyam Vengallor a social science 
teacher at a school in Malappuram 

has introduced augmented reality to 
online classes for student. He says, 'It 

took around 2 months to get it in 
done. The online lessons were 

otherwise dull and needed more 
effort.' - ANI
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Photo②

At the elementary school, we set up a partition to sing in 
class. They was able to take off the mask and take class.



04
A school in USA in Fairfield County, South Carolina has offer to provide 

wifi capable school busses for their students.The busses park for an 
allotted amount of time in various places around the county. There were 

50% of student without internet access around the county and the 
school came with this idea..



Panel Discussion
The plan of a panel 
discussion of professor from 
both countries in next week.
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Two professors from each Nepal and 
Japan

Tentatively next Wednesday or 
Thursday

Speakers Group
We have created a facebook group,  
Utsukushi Sapana where all the 
updates will be circulated. 

TimeObjective
To further explore the perspective of 
our professors regarding the 
education process during and post 
COVID-19 situations



Quiz
Let’s enjoy~~!!
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Code:2210958

Please join. We will be starting in 30 
secs.



CREDITS: This presentation template 
was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, and infographics & 
images by Freepik Do you have any questions?

THANKS

Please join our group for 
notices. Utsukushi Sapana

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

